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“IT [MY RESEARCH] 
WOULD TAKE PLACE 
AT 11:50PM” 
Constructing a Realistic Simulation to Study 









Point of Selection 
Behavior
Helpfulness Citability Credibility Container
4th Grade  Graduate School
What is a simulation?
“…behavioral simulations model certain aspects of the social 
environment yet maintain the element of human choice. This 
type of simulation requires that involvement of human 
participants in the simulation itself.” 
Gist et.al., p. 253





Why we chose a simulation
How real is 
real enough?
Weighing realism against data 
collection
Intro to our simulation
(Adapted from Vidal-Gomel & Fauquet-Alekhine, 2016)















the artifact that replicates a real-life phenomenon
Visual design
Visual design - SERPs
Information resources
Triggers


















everything that happens while the simulation is conducted
Phases of Simulation Situation




• Library interaction 
• # of research projects
• Last research topic
• Device use










Student Feedback on Simulation Situation
N=175













It's a YouTube video [laughter]. Well I guess it's uploaded 
by the Associated Press, at least, to be fair [laughter]. So 
[laughter]. Let's see they have the text in here. I think this 
is actually the video that was in the introduction maybe. I 
don't remember exactly. Anyway, If it's uploaded by the 
Associated Press at least that is a real source. This 
headline though like, the all caps. It's like, "You won't 
believe what happened next [laughter]." Okay. Well, I'm 





So, NPR, yes, because they have a professor that 
is knowledgeable in the field. It would be easy to 





And then I would say two because I'm not exactly sure 
either because, at first, it talks about the Everglades, so I 





Next is another journal article from Springer. I think this one 
is actually a book. What the heck is this? 
What made you think that?




















Quantitative - Data Across Cohorts
Percentage of Students Who Chose Each Resource as Helpful
(Buhler et al., 2019)








 G01  G02  G03  G04  G05  G06  G07  G08  G09  G10  G11  G12  G13  G14  G15  G16  G17  G18
Graduate - Codes Mentioned by Participant
# Cue Codes Mentioned # Judgment Codes Mentioned # PersComm Codes Mentioned # Theme Codes Mentioned # Resources Mentioned
Qualitative - Data Across Cohorts







Mentions of Fact Codes Per Cohort




It takes time, effort, & expertise
RSIC Research Team
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